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ABSTRACT
Subresolution surface geometry and soil strength of the lunar maria
are deduced using evidence from several disciplines. Continuous
and overlapping craterlets in sintered granular rock of strength p r o portional to depth are predicted for the least formidable areas and
demonstrated by table-top models of the lunar surface and by statistical and thermomechanical studies. Scale factors required for dynamic model testing of a lunar surface mechanism at Earth gravity
are derived and tabulated, with consideration for the interaction b e tween model mechanism and environmental model terrain. Vigorous
pursuit of engineering interpretations of thermal, photometric,
radar-echo, and radar-penetration evidence is shown to be well
worthwhile, and close-up visual observation and soil penetration e x periments are urged as vital precursors to the manned lunar m i s sion.
INTRODUCTION
What surface geometry and soil mechanics must be considered when
designing a lunar surface mission? An answer evolves from Van
2
T
Diggelen's photometry ( 1 , 2 ) , Ebert s crater proportions (3), Shorthill's analysis of infrared eclipse transients (4), and the author's
thermal studies of granular materials and statistical analysis of
model craters viewed at various resolutions.
Seemingly flat areas between the smallest known mariai craters may
vanish as pictorial resolution increases. Thousands of craterlets
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a few hundred feet in diameter and less should emerge for each c r a ter now known. Such may be the dune-like surface of a bed of v a cuum-sintered granular rock, hundreds or thousands of feet in depth,
blanketing the mariai bedrock. The tensile strength of this granular
rock would increase in proportion to depth, and typical values in
pounds per square inch would be about four times the depth in feet.
Compressive loading capability would be an order of magnitude greater, and surface mechanisms would experience trivial sinkage in most
areas.
The roughness of such a mariai terrain of overlapping craterlets
suggests desirability of a soil-moving capability for any extended
surface mission. On the other hand, an abundance of movable,
crushable, and readily compacted material for road beds, launch
areas, or lunar-base shielding would be available.
Dimensional analysis of the dynamic performance of mechanical
equipment is brought to bear on the prelaunch testing program in the
ff
section entitled, Lunar Mechanism Model Parameters" . Lunar
equipment designed to function at Earth gravity for such tests would
incur severe weight penalties. Separate models for earth testing are
required by similarity principles, imposing scaled changes in size or
material properties. Only a one-sixth scale factor is suitable for a
dynamic test at Earth gravity if prototype materials are to be e m ployed in the model. Appropriate factors for converting such experimental results as velocity, wear life, power, or vibration in the
one-sixth model to the full-scale lunar equivalents are tabulated.
With this clear-cut requirement in mind, the problem of modeling
the most probable lunar surface looms large. The dynamic p r e launch test is meaningful only if a realistic-model lunar terrain can
be provided. No guide for the construction of such a model can be
found. The interior is cold or hot, the outer layer is hard or soft or
smooth or rough, depending on speculative inferences from factual
observations. The problem requires the elimination of the impossible by the test that a model must fit all the facts, necessitating a
continuous process of further guesses and checks. This iterative
process should not be called complete as long as its continuance can
improve the probabilities of success of the manned lunar mission.
By contrast with the incontrovertible findings of the section on
n
Lunar Mechanism Model Parameters", subsequent sections are
speculative. They attempt to support by rejecting the incompatible,
rather than by rigorous proof. The use of geometric outputs to support the probable correctness of dynamic inputs described under
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"Microexplosion Experiments" will illustrate. A model crater
could have been turned on a lathe, but this hardly supports the notion that lunar craters were so formed. Those experiments which
produced poorly shaped craters deserve weight as proofs of what
could not have happened in the process of lunar surface formation.
Successes merely indicate that dynamic inputs are plausible.
Some facts exist only in lunar photographs and have been previously
ignored; notably, the circular lace-collar forms of annular highland
areas surrounding the more circular maria, and the resemblance of
sinuous low ridges to the wrinkles which appear on a shallow layer
of very viscous liquid when its surface is disturbed. Others, such
as the existence of rays which are tangent to the rims of certain c r a ters, the presence of incomplete crater rims and domes, and even
the histograms of crater frequency versus crater size, are on r e cord and have been used to support many opposing views. The most
widely accepted ideas of the lunar surface have been based on inferences from three sources. First, the areas between the smallest
craters scattered over the maria appear smooth and flat as seen
from earth. Second, a convenient model for thermal analysis has
been accepted as having mechanical significance, and a thin sheet of
dust over vast areas of flat rock has been inferred. Third, one interpretation of radar echo experiments leads to a conclusion that
roughness over large areas is limited to about 10 cm. We must accept the facts behind these inferences. It is the object of the later
sections of this report to show how many seemingly unrelated d i s ciplines have contributed clues which, taken together, point to the
lunar surface description which the author would use in designing a
model terrain for lunar mechanism testing.
In the section entitled, "Microexplosion Experiments", support is
given to an accretional theory of moon growth to account for a granular layer of great depth and for temperatures in that layer once
higher than now. Under "Mathematical Thermomechanical Soil M o del", it is shown that such conditions would have led to sintering of
the layer to form weak porous rock of strength proportional to depth
without significantly altering the near-surface porosity or optical or
thermal properties from those of a loose dust in the absence of atmosphere. The strength gradient is further found to be unavoidable
if the principles of dynamic similitude are to harmonize the remarkable trends of Ebert's observations (3) of crater proportions as a
function of size.
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The major objection to the idea of a smooth strength gradient in a
deep porous bed overlying the lunar maria has been the two-layer
thermal model. Recently, however, an analysis of the thermal transients associated with a lunar eclipse have shown, without explanation, that the near-surface thermal conductivity of the moon appears
to diminish rapidly as the temperature drops ( 2 ) . In the analysis of
his mathematical thermomechanical soil model, the author shows
that a real dust blanket in the absence of atmosphere cannot have the
constant conductivity assigned for mathematical simplicity to a lunar
thermal model. A very deep granular bed subjected to a secular
creep under the influence of gravity would provide a conductivity increasing with depth. Near the surface, a temperature sensitivity
would appear in the radiative component of thermal impedance which
corresponds to that revealed by the eclipse transients. Thus, the
porous rock with strength gradient is found to be in harmony with
lunar thermal observations.
The section entitled, "Model Crater Statistics", deals with the
alarming observation of nearly 50, 000 secondary craterlets which
appeared as a wholly unanticipated byproduct of the microexplosion
experiments. A distribution equation of the same form as that given
for lunar craters by Allen (5), but with modified exponent, is found
to fit the model. It is also shown that, if only the maria and a few
larger primary explosion craters of the moon are excluded, the s e c ondary lunar crater distribution function is virtually the same as that
of the microexplosion experiments. The problem of predicting the
roughness at levels of engineering concern is dealt with. It is shown
that a subjective impression of smoothness of the lunar maria b e tween the smallest visible craterlets is imposed by telescopic r e s o lution limits. The widths of smooth areas approach the vanishing
point as resolution is increased. The very rough moon which has
been frequently inferred from photometric observations (1, 2) is thus
found to be a logical consequence of a continuous spectrum of craterlets extending from those which are visible down to infinitesimal
sizes.
Radar-echo experiments are often cited to demonstrate a moon of
unbelievable smoothness, but authorities have not agreed on this interpretation (6, 7). The possibility exists that the reflecting surface
is that of subsurface mariai bedrock. A deep granular bed, whether
sintered or not, may be as transparent to radar at 7 cm and greater
wavelengths as are the deep snows of the Antarctic ( 8 ) .
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Further investigation of the subresolution lunar surface can provide
needed guidance in the model testing of lunar surface mechanisms.
The value of contribution from many scientific disciplines has been
emphasized by Urey (9), and, with such encouragement, the author
believes that the results of rheological models and experiments,
guided by a minimum of cosmological speculation, may be meaningful. The lunar surface finally synthesized is best described as an
area of age-hardened sand dunes. Overlapping craterlets and domes,
the latter also pitted with smaller craterlets, are concluded to cover
the least formidable mariai areas. A lunar explorer may be forced
to climb 55° slopes to the highest sharp ridge available to him b e tween craterlets if he is to see a horizon at all. An artist's concept
of the probable view that would reward his climb is given in F i g . 1.
Without such a climb, his skyline would be limited to the rim of the
particular crate riet in which he lands. Given a pick and shovel or
soil-moving machinery, he could construct paths or roads with an
abundance of easily crushed or compacted or easily carved material
available to him.
LUNAR MECHANISM MODEL PARAMETERS
It is widely recognized (10) that the testing of heavy equipment for
use on Earth by means of reduced-scale models is likely to prove as
expensive as full-scale testing and that only full-scale models can
satisfy the rigorous requirements of similitude laws if prototype
materials are to be used in the model. When a reduced scale is
used, all properties of materials for both the mechanism and the
soil also must be reduced, and appropriate materials for the model
mechanism and model terrain are difficult, if not impossible, to
find.
The dimensionless parameters governing such tests lead to a different result when prelaunch testing at high Earth gravity is intended to
yield results that are dynamically meaningful in terms of lunar operation. Environmental constraints are not limited to the lunar surface, but must also take into account the needs for prelaunch testing
of dynamic performance at the six-time s-greater surface gravity of
Earth. Inflation of tires may suffice to illustrate. A tire designed
to support a load at lunar gravity with a specified inflation pressure
comfortably within the burst rating, might never lift a wheel rim
from the ground on Earth. Exotic model tire materials might be
used to permit much higher inflation pressures, or a tire wall of e x cessive thickness might be used. The thicker tire at higher p r e s sure would, as a "distorted model", assume different sag, shape,
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ground contact area, and flexure. The test results would indicate
bounce, sway, and skid characteristics having no validity on the
moon. Innumerable pitfalls of a similar nature will beset any attempt at full-scale prelaunch Earth test of any lunar surface mission
mechanism, whether tires are involved or not. Moreover, the e x cessive structural masses incurred by Earth operation requirements
will not always provide safety factors. At reduced lunar gravity,
skidding or overturning may occur at conditions of speed and turn
radius posing no apparent problem in full-scale Earth testing. D i mensional analysis is the safe guide to the interpretation of Earth e x periments. Such analysis demonstrates the need for a reduced scale
model whose linear size is to the lunar prototype size as lunar g r a vity is to Earth gravity. A one-sixth scale model is not only convenient, it is also mandatory if dynamic performance of a final design
is to be checked using final design materials.
Dimensional analysis is a guide in applying the classical notion,
"Given a set of conditions, the results are always the same" . We
seek with the aid of dimensional reasoning to broaden the meaning of
"a set of conditions" in such a way that an investigation, whether by
mathematical or experimental methods, will yield numerical results
of the broadest range of applicability. Consider the adjustment of a
T
draftsman s compass to a 2-in. span and the scribing of a closed
curve as "a set of conditions". By conducting the experiment and
measuring the closed curve or by the use of certain mathematical
series without the experiment, the curve length is found to be about
12. 56 in. The "set of conditions" is deemed to be altered if the
span of the compass is changed to some other value. The libraries
of the world could hardly contain tabulations that would be necessary
to permit reasonably accurate interpolations of circumferences v e r sus radii of all circle sizes within the range of man's interest. We
are apt to forget the genius of the unnamed ancient who discovered
that all circles have the same shape and that he could choose "radius" instead of "inches" as a length unit and state that the circumference, in units of radius, is always equal to 2π. An infinity of
size variations reduces to only "one set of conditions".
In Table 1, we have similarly assigned both the traditional masslength-time dimensions belonging to the world's accepted standards
(column 3) and a new set of "fundamentals" to be chosen from the
conditions of any particular experiment (column 4) as alternate methods of assigning numerical values to a set of variables which might
be of concern in the design, the prelaunch test on Earth, and the
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ultimate operation of a lunar surface mechanism. The published
rigorous proofs (11,12) of Buckingham's " P i Theorem" reduce to
intuitive acceptance if only the historical nature of our formulation
of physical units is recognized. The debate over a mass-length-time
system versus a force-length-time system continues but can never
be settled. A different history could have resulted in a choice of, let
us say, acceleration-density-length as the fundamental quantities of
mechanics. Moreover, it is not unthinkable that a particular local
gravity, the density of one of the materials, and the size of one of
the objects associated with a single isolated experiment could happen
to coincide with the sizes of the units our imaginative history found
acceptable. It is simple to write a new set of units to replace the
M - L - T system so that every variable in an isolated experiment is
either found to have a value of unity because we chose to call it "fundamental" or is found in the remaining group which must be evaluated. For example, if g, p, and d are to be called fundamental, we
must first justify the choice by showing that no one of them can possibly be expressed in terms of the other two. This is found to be true
when their traditional M - L - T units (col. 2) are examined. If we
start with 11 variables of interest in a particular experiment and
choose three as fundamental, there can be only eight left to define.
We reject the mass of a platinum block and the length of a platinum
rod in a Paris museum and the arbitrary fraction of a mean solar
day, which we call the standard kilogram, meter, and second b e cause these artifacts did not influence the experimental results. A
particular experiment, its input conditions, and its results can then
be expressed by three fewer pertinent numbers than we had supposed.
This philosophy is identical to that of our esteemed ancient who r e placed two numbers for circumference and radius with a single number for their ratio. The intuitive acceptance of the " P i Theorem"
depends only on our willingness to agree that 11 - 3 = 8.
The mathematical machinery involved in the translation is as follows.
abc
If we wish to write for pressure, ρ g p d , where the symbols denote units, we translate to the M - L - T system of col. 3, obtaining:
a

b

C

(P) - ( g ) ( P ) ( d )
-1 -2
a -2a
b -3b
c
(ML Τ ) = ( L Τ
) (M L
) (L )
whence, for M
for L
for Τ

1 =b
-1 = a - 3b + c
-2 - -2a
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or a = 1, b = 1, c = 1, so Ρ has units of g, p, d. By such procedure,
all of the eight translated units of col. 4 are obtained. Unfortunately,
the experimental values are known at the completion of a particular
experiment only in terms of traditional units. Consequently, we
must divide an experimental pressure value, known in particular
M - L - T units, by the numerical products of the consistent M - L - T
values of g, p, and d of the same experiment. That such ratios (col.
5) should be called "dimensionless" stems merely from the fact that
the traditional M - L - T dimensions cancel and have no effect on the
numerical values.
Returning to the meaning of a "set of conditions" whose "results"
should be always the same, we now discover that the meaning of a
"set of conditions" is far broader than supposed. The conditions and
results expressed in these dimensionless numbers are not only independent of the sizes of traditional units, but also of the absolute size
of the experiment. An isolated set of observations in an Earth laboratory will, if expressed in dimensionless numbers, be equally applicable at a test station in Lilliput or a giant operation on Jupiter,
just as the value of 2π is independent of both the unit used to measure
circumference and radius and also of the size of the c i r c l e .
The conclusion of Bekker and Nuttal (10) that reduced-scale model
testing of heavy locomotion equipment intended for use on the surface
of the Earth is often impractical or even impossible without violation
of similarity principles is now readily demonstrated. Consider the
dimensionless group p/gdp. The value of g is the same for both model and prototype. If d is then reduced to some arbitrary fraction
such as 1/5 scale, then p/p must also be reduced to 1/5. This means
that a model shaft, for example, if made of a material of the same
density as the prototype, must have a tensile strength, compressive
strength, shear strength, and all elastic moduli reduced by 1/5. The
search for such exotic materials to replace the proposed prototype
materials for even a few of the most important structural parts and
for similar exotic substitutes for a model track or roadbed or t e r rain, with no upsets in friction coefficients, wear resistance, soil
drag coefficients, and the like, certainly will be costly, if not fruitless. Even if successful, the weighty criticism of "failure to test
the actual materials proposed" will be inescapable. Full-scale testing is the only dynamically valid testing to be considered feasible for
locomotion equipment to be used on earth.
It is then highly desirable, and often economically mandatory, to use
prototype materials wherever dynamic tests of the structures of
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mechanisms are required. If we consider now the testing of a lunarsurface mechanism on Earth, we are faced with an Earth gravity six
times the prototype or lunar value. If all the material and terrain
properties having units denoted by ρ and ρ in Table 1 are to be duplicated, then the necessity that p/gdp have equal Earth and moon v a l ues for each significant component and terrain material is tantamount
to the demand that the product gd have the same value for Earth testing as for lunar operation. In short, a 1/6 scale model is mandatory
for any dynamic testing of a proposed machine under the influence of
a value of g 6 times that to be encountered when the machine goes into actual service.
More precisely, the "best value" for the ratio of earth-surface
gravity is 6. 06. Thus, if a model scale factor of 0.165 is chosen,
all of the experimental inputs and results for Earth testing must be
multiplied by the factors derived from Table 1. For example, if the
dimensionless number v^/dg is to have correspondence between Earth
tests and lunar performance while dg is also to be the same by v i r 2
tue of the 1/6 model, then the values of ν in Earth testing and in the
lunar equivalent situation must be equal, and the conversion of Earth
test velocity to lunar equivalent requires a factor of unity, as given
in Table 2. Similarly, velocity has traditional units of length/time;
therefore, the equivalence of model and prototype velocities, together with the 6. 06 factor for lengths, demands that time periods
in earth experiments also be multiplied by 6. 06. By similar reasoning, or by more formal mathematical procedures that carry the same
effect, all of the factors of Table 2 are obtained. The 1/6 scale modmodel does indeed permit the use of prototype materials in the model, since a factor of unity appears for density, strength, and all
other mechanical properties of materials except mobility. This is
the reciprocal of a quantity resembling viscosity. In solid or plastic parts, its value is related to the internal generation of frictional
heat with flexure, important in tire performance on the Indianapolis
Speedway, but not likely to be of concern in lunar missions. The
6-to-l change in mobility i s , in any case, small compared to the actual variation of plastic mobility of real structural materials with
very small temperature changes.
Obviously, a reduced-scale model cannot contain all components to
scale. Many instruments and even motors will be omitted or substituted. Care then will be required to use dummy weights to bring
the model to the desired 1/223 of the prototype mass, maintaining
geometric similarity in the location of center of gravity, radii of
gyration about principal axes, and loading of flexible structures.
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In some cases, model test transducers such as acceler^tometers
will take the place of dummy weights or prototype payloads. The
author would further urge that the 1/6 scale be employed even in the
earliest phases of design conception and feasibility study. We are
all unavoidably human, and structure experience at the Earth's surface will force us to push aside techniques which would immediately
suggest themselves at 1/6 scale.
MICROEXPLOSION EXPERIMENTS
Explosion Simulation
In an effort to supplement the known facts and conflicting inferences
of the literature regarding the type of lunar surface which must be
modelled, the author attempted rhéologie al experiments intended to
show the types of lunar material which could account for the shapes
of visible features presumably formed by explosions. It was necessary to release a sudden gas pressure wave dissipating energy of the
order of 10 ergs if model craters of about 1 in. diameter were to be
produced. A toy cap contains enough gunpowder for an explosive r e lease of over 10 million times the desired energy. A practical answer came after a wakeful night caused by a dripping faucet. The
kinetic energy in a drop of water that has fallen several feet is several thousand e r g s . However, most or all of its energy is absorbed
in turbulent friction and pressure propagation below the surface of
tr
M
the liquid. The characteristic d r i p sound originates from the
compression and expulsion of air surrounding the drop at the moment
of impact. The order of magnitude of this "explosion" energy may
be calculated from the energy stored in the velocity field surrounding
the falling particle. Lamb (13) has shown that, for nearly spherical
bodies moving in a frictionless fluid, the energy stored in the flow
pattern is in ratio to the kinetic energy of the body alone as the density of the fluid is to the density of the body. Since the specific g r a v ity of atmospheric air relative to water is about 1/800, the gaseous
explosion energy of a "drip" is of the order of magnitude required.
The gas explosion energy Ε of any pellet of mass M impacting any
surface after falling through the atmosphere from rest at height h
may be estimated from the product of the kinetic energy of the particle and the density ratio, as long as the velocity just before impact
is small compared to the terminal velocity. Ley has described the
work of Wegener and others (14) in producing models of lunar c r a ters by impacting a shallow layer of dry Portland cement dust with a
pellet of the same dust. The author must now suggest that such e x periments do not, after all, support the theory of meteorite impact
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as the origin of lunar craters. Rather, such experiments conducted
in atmospheric air support the gas explosion origin of lunar craters
without illuminating the problem of explosion causes. The choice of
meteorite impact at seismic Mach numbers much greater than unityis more acceptable to the author than any volcanic phenomena, but
for reasons associated with cosmological simplicity rather than with
known facts. The point here is simply that Wegener's impacting pellets, and those of the author, provide a convenient explosion source
of properly simulated magnitude. The impact fails to simulate the
causes of an explosion. Atmospheric air appears essential in p r o ducing model crater proportions by the pellet impact of weak materials at low velocities, and it now appears unlikely that comparable
results could be achieved by repeating these tests in a vacuum chamber. The author has found that drops of liquids and pellets employed
in his tests, when allowed to impact hard surfaces, produce wet
areas or mounds of diameter very small compared to the diameters
of the successful model maria and craters, confirming that the air
expulsion is the vital and dominant agent.
Freezing Liquid Experiments
A mixture of fats was chosen because it would melt or freeze with a
change of about 4° within a comfortable room temperature range.
Thus, the freezing process could be extended over many hours and be
augmented or retarded with nearby lamps. The following are a few
of the experiments performed:
1)

Container, diameter 10., filled to 1-in. depth with c o m pletely molten fat mixture, small cup of same mixture to
be poured a drop at a time. Typical surface waves formed
and reflected.

2)

Several hours later - Surface covered with thin skin. F a l l ing drop penetrated skin. A i r compressed by impact
forms toroidal bubble. After several minutes, ringshaped bubble rising under skin produces visible upward
bulging of skin. Depressed area inside ring somewhat like
crater. After another 5 minutes, the air toroid has b e come a crude pentagon, most of air at corners, thin air
filaments still stretched beween. If this could be frozen
quickly and the corner bubbles broken, it would resemble
certain polygonal craters of the moon with craterlets at
the corners.

3)

Repeat, obtaining several such polygons, 5 to 7 sides.
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4)

Several hours later. Material is pasty. Impacting drop
forms mound. Should repeat on warmer evening with r e duced cooling rate.

5)

Ideal summer evening; no wind, temperature 80°. Used
lamp radiation to warm fat till 1/4-in. -deep molten layer
formed. Lamp moved back. Drop impacts from about 40
in. free fall.
a)

Typical waves.

b)

After 1 hr., waves barely perceptible, but still no
film.

c)

Concentric with point of impact a highly localized
M
film formed resembling an annular l a c e c o l l a r " .
Inner edge circular, 1.5-in. diameter; outer edge,
ragged as the coast of Norway, could be contained
within 3-in. c i r c l e . Apparently, the radial air blast
swept out floating solid particles too small to see e x cept in aggregate. Inner edge of annular collar thinner than paper, probably no more than 0. 001 in.
Outer edge tapered to imperceptible thickness. Entire pattern visible only from certain angle of sight
almost opposite lamp.

The sketch of this phenomenon is reproduced as Fig. 2. It was not
possible to photograph the "lace c o l l a r s " , which vanished in the heat
of the observer's breath. Many more were produced, and their r e semblance to the highlands of the moon surrounding the more nearly
circular maria was startling. A pattern of three impacts produced
four model maria, three circular and one (formed by the merging
outer edges of the three collars) as irregular in outline as the border
of Mare Vaporum seen by normal or full-moon illumination. A droplet falling only an inch or two and impacting the inner circular edge
of a " c o l l a r " produced a semicircular bay very like Sinus Iridum,
and a near miss of the edge resembled Plato.
Attempts to repeat the experiment gave poorer results as the depth
of the molten layer was increased. The collars formed and then
shrank in a subsurface backwash. The same effect can be produced
on a shallow swamp pond with a l a y e r of floating dust.
When the w a t e r i s v e r y d e e p , the c o l l a r f o r m a t i o n i s
t r a n s i e n t , the c l e a r e d a r e a of a foot o r two shrinking
again to the vanishing point. Once the strong r e s e m b l a n c e
to most m a r i a and t h e i r surrounding highlands on the n o r t h e r n
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hemisphere of the moon is fully appreciated, many examples in human experience occur, such as a thick layer of soapsuds around a
clear ring under a faucet or slag on a surface of recently poured molten metal. That the bulk of the lunar highlands were once such floating froth or slag seems to the author more obvious with every repeated examination of the full-moon view, Fig. 1 of the Photographic
Lunar Atlas (15). As will be shown, the explosive energy necessary
for the formation of a mare and its rim highlands by this process is
much less than that required to carve the supposed huge craters into
which " l a v a " is presumed to have poured at a later date. One is
tempted to ask whence came the notion that the highlands are c o m posed of the basic crust material of the moon or that like material
extends under the maria. Could it be that the "bowls" found necessary to hold the water of the lunar oceans before Galileo should be
abandoned with their water, rather than being filled with something
else ? Is it not likely that the bedrock below the mariai dust beds
bends downward under these floating annular continents and mountain
ranges, much as the earth's crust is now believed to bend under and
buoy our continents? The practical importance of such a notion lies
in its influence on the forms and chemical composition of the lunar
minerals and their relative abundance in various areas.
Application of an oversimplified dimensional analysis of freezing
liquid explosion experiments may be worthwhile. By the methods of
the previous section, the important dimensionless parameters are
found to be those in Table 3a. Of all the maria, the model of Fig. 2
most nearly resembles Crisium. The ratio of outer fringe to inner
" c o l l a r " diameters is of the order of 1.9 or 2 for both. The molten
fat density, if taken as 1 g / e m ^ , viscosity about 0. 03 poise, and inner model diameter of 4 cm, and 100-cm fall of a 150-mg drop ac2
celerating at 980 c m / s e c yielding an " a i r explosion energy" of 18
2
ergs, the parameter Ep/?7 d is found to be 5000. Assuming that,
because the geometric proportions of the model are close to those
for Crisium, the energy parameter should be about 5000 for it also,
7
3
and taking d = 4 χ 10 cm (250 miles), Lunar ρ = 3 g m / c m ; assuming the viscosity to be that of a hot obsidian, say 10^ poises, the e x plosion necessary to produce the collar highlands surrounding C r i sium on the hypothesis of a once-continuous molten surface layer is
22
then found to be about 7 χ 1 0 ergs - about 2 megatons of T N T ,
shockingly low compared to the energy necessary to account for a
relatively small crater, as we shall see. The deterioration of the
model with increasing depth suggests that the molten lunar layer
thickness in the vicinity of Crisium could not have been must greater than 20 miles.
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The crudities of this simulation are glaringly obvious, yet geometric
similarity exists on four counts: ratio of outer to inner rim diameter, marked circularity of inner collar rim, extremely ragged shape
of outer rim, and the extremely gentle sloping downward from inner to outer rim. The inner rim of Crisium is five times too high,
compared to the model. At such extremely small linear scales,
even the surface tension of the model fluid would influence and d i s tort the results.
Almost 200° of the Crisium collar have been preserved, a goodly
portion on the east having invaded the once circular west lobe of the
older Tranquillitatis, just as the north-rim collar of Imbrium invaded and provided the irregular southern shore of F r i g o r i s . Continued experiments with the freezing surface of the fat mixture p r o duced, by two closely space drops, just such a twin as Tranquillitatis must have been, before subsequent disturbance.
In addition to the points of geometric similarity, the probability of
correctness of this explanation of the simultaneous formation of
clear maria and their surrounding floating slag highlands i s , in the
author's opinion, enhanced by its elimination of many difficulties encountered in other theories of the maria. The gross disparity of
explosion energies necessary to account for maria and craters is
eliminated, leaving a more normal frequency-energy distribution.
If we venture the assumption that the moon grew by a gravitational
accretion of solar-system dust with impact velocities generally of
the order of magnitude of the momentary value of escape velocity,
the problem of heat sources vanishes. An entirely molten moon
seems totally inconsistent with the moon's density and evident paucity of heavy radioactive elements (16). An increased rate of energy
influx with both the "collision diameter" and parabolic velocity of a
growing moon can be shown to lead to a likelihood of surface melting
in the last stages of growth. Even the seismic Mach number associated with impacts at the moon's present escape velocity would be
decidely less than unity, and melting rather than gas generation is
indicated, as the growth rate reached a maximum when the moon was
some 97% of its final diameter. A very few impacts at high seismic
Mach number by particles from outside the solar system can then
account for all the explosive disruptions of the lunar surface.
Marked evidence of temperature gradients which resulted in later
freezing toward the north rather than near the equator is abundant.
Imbrium itself shows evidence of two nearly concentric violent e x plosions separated in time. The original " c o l l a r " included the three
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ranges of the Caucasus, Appenines, and Alps, whose reactions to
the second explosion range from the shattering of brittle solids to
the smearing of plastic matter. Still farther east and north, the c o l lar has wholly melted away or perhaps was never formed for lack of
any yet frozen solids. To the north, the present Imbrium collar
appears to have resulted from the later explosion only. The interior
of Serenitatis seems to have remained molten long enough to have
developed a second-gene ration scattering of floating islands. A t r e mendous surface wave seems to have crossed Serenitatis from east
to west as a result of the invasion by the western Imbrium collar of
mountains and to have damped out after a single reflection which
f
left a portion of island-free dark fringe near Serenitatis s west
shore. These islands are out of reach of the best resolution from
earth but may account for the generally filmy appearance of the surface of Serenitatis except in the clear, dark band. Admittedly, the
author's cosmological rheology must yet be subjected to the tests of
other disciplines.
Solid Surface Experiments
The success of Wegener in producing experimental crater models is
n
described by Ley (14) as dependent upon the use of a material
which has no tensile strength" . Dynamic similarity requires that
4
the parameters S/gpd and E / g p d of Table 3b should be the same b e tween model and experiment, and the first of these parameters
shows at once that, if we wish to produce a model to a scale of about
1 mm for each kilometer of a lunar crater, the model material must
have a small but very specific tensile strength of the order of 10"~5
of the strength of lunar rock. The author conducted many experiments with pastes and doughs as well as with the fat mixtures p r e ft
M
viously described, producing either mounds or " c r a t e r s " of very
poor proportions. An attempt to duplicate Wegener's success with
dry fresh portland cement dust was frustrated by high humidity. A
300-μ quartz sand and two coarse sizes of silicon carbide grit were
abandoned. A very fine SiC grit of 20-μ grain size was found most
promising. It was easily compacted into pellets with which a surface layer of the same material was bombarded, with fall-heights
from 6 in. to 8 ft. The depth of the bed was critical, beds of 1/2 in.
or greater depth producing rough depressions with no clearly d i s cernible rim elevation. Pellets were roughly cubical, 3/16 in. on a
side. A 1/4 in. depth of SiC similarly impacted would produce very
realistic craters from 1 to 1.5 in. in diameter. The first conclusion was that the pan bottom under such a shallow layer tended to
simulate a very strong bedrock under a weak rock layer. Later, a
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severe modification of this conclusion was found necessary in view
of Ebert's crater proportion studies ( 3 ) . Ebert found that craters
of the moon in the range of 2 to 20 miles in diameter were generally
of the same shape, with depth-to-diameter ratio of 0 . 1 . For all
larger craters, walled plains, and maria, this ratio drops off rapidly. If table-top models are presumed dynamically similar to Kepler
because they are found to be geometrically similar, then surely dynamic similarity must be assumed between lunar craters of like
shape but different s i z e . How can the parameter S/gpd have the
same value for a 2-mile crater as for a 20-mile crater unless the
rock strength varies fortuitously with the s i z e of the c r a t e r ?
Lunar craters are not sorted by size, and small craters are in close
proximity to large in a random pattern. One conclusion seems i r r e futable in the author's opinion, that the mariai rock strength varies
in direct proportion to depth. Thus S/gpd is not a single constant
associated with one local kind of rock, but takes on a series of v a l ues with depth for the bed in which any one crater was formed. D y namic similarity among fields of strength patterns must be sought,
and a characteristic depth y / d must be chosen, at which the local
depth value of S/gpd must be constant for geometrically similar c r a ters. A very strong bedrock would then have no influence on the
shape of the small and geometrically similar craters but would e x plain the rapid decrease in h/D below 0.1 for craters larger than 25
miles. The author has chosen a characteristic depth y at that level
which lies a distance 0. 25 h below the original undisturbed surface.
Here h is the "depth" used by Ebert, measured from the top of the
crater rim to the floor, and it can be shown that this choice of 0. 25
h defines a plane which approximately bisects the volume of material
displaced during crater formation, and so should be most representative of the shattered material.
Among the craters formed in the course of the author's experiments,
one was carefully sectioned and measured, and found virtually identical in shape to the proportions of Kepler. To illustrate the use of
the dimensionless parameters of crater formation, the dynamic inputs of this experiment will be used in estimating the strengths of
the lunar rock. The data in conventional and dimensioniere forms
are given in Table 4.
The value of h/d for this model crater is 0. 094, and Kepler was
chosen as the most representative crater both from the dimensions
by Wilkins (17) and from Ebert's typical crater dimensions. Other
geometric proportions appear reasonable as a Kepler model when
the limitations on model validity are considered. Taking the
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diameter of Kepler as 22 miles or 3.5 χ 10 cm, a lunar g of 162
2
2
c m / s e c , and a typical density for lunar rock of 3 g m s / c m and
assuming S/gpd to have the same value, 0.34, at the same characteristic depth, y / d = 0. 023, for both the model and the lunar terrain
containing the crater successfully modelled, the following estimates
are obtained:
8

2

lunar mariai rock strength = 0.34 gpd = 5. 8 χ 10 dynes/cm ,
or about 8500 psi tensile strength, at a characteristic depth of
4
0.23 d = 8 χ 1 0 cm, or about 2600 ft. More generally, Ebert's p r o portions for typical craters show that Kepler is only slightly larger
than the largest of a series to which geometric similarity applies, so
that the characteristic depth and the rock strength at that depth must
decrease in direct proportion with the diameter. Consequently, the
maria typified by the portion of Oceanus Procellarum near Kepler
may be assumed to have a weak rock layer close to a mile in depth,
whose tensile strength may be calculated by the crude rule-of-thumb
of multiplying depth in feet by four to obtain pounds per square inch.
4
By similarly assuming the value of E / g p d = 1.5 χ 10~4 to apply to
Kepler as well as to the model, the explosion energy necessary to
2
account for Kepler's existence is found to be 1.1 χ 10 ^ e r g s . It is
perhaps surprising to find this estimated energy larger by a factor
of a hundred than the energy previously estimated for the formation
of the ten-times-larger Mare Crisium. Small changes in the temperature assumed in guessing at the viscosity of the molten lunar
layer, and some allowance for actual shattering, could easily pull
the Crisium figure into line. But to explain Crisium on the assumption of a blasting out of bedrock would require some 10^ times the
energy derived from the freezing-liquid, floating-collar theory and
experiment. In a study of random trajectories of low velocity solarsystem debris assumed to approach the moon from all directions
contained within a thin solar-system wafer, a very good case can be
made for the assumption of an increased energy flux to account for
localized intensity of surface melting both in the east and west of the
moon's disk as seen from the earth. The angular trajectory change
experienced by the bombarding particles that most nearly grazed the
earth, at the time when the moon's bulk was increasing most rapidly,
would explain such localization. The side of the moon out of sight
from earth, and the most central longitudes on the earth's side which
were shielded by the earth itself, would receive energy at lower
rates. The predominance of mariai areas as predicted by this
thought, and their apparent absence from Russian pictures of the far
side, lend credence to the concept. The moon's velocity as it orbits
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the earth would favor a greater melting near the east limb, where,
indeed, Procellarum reigns as the only "ocean" among many " s e a s "
With such visible evidence, the author is even less disposed to keep
his cosmological speculations to himself. Perhaps the strongest argument of all is that maria and craters can be explained by explosions near the same energy level. "Megamegaton" explosions in
numbers imposing an incredible skewness to the moon's explosion
energy spectrum need not be involved. Variations in rock properties, and shallow layers once in plastic and molten states, can better explain the largest variations in lunar features. The reader is
cautioned to look at a full-moon picture, and not at the blend of two
half-moons given for shadow contrast as the lunar disk in most texts,
if he would verify these impressions for himself.
It has been emphasized that these model experiments do not simulate
meteorite impact, but only large explosions. However, the model
experiments do show that very small fractions of the material shattered and displaced by an explosion are projected great distances
beyond the crater r i m . " R a y s " , secondary craterlets, and "domes"
all resulted from the impacts of these fragmented éjecta. Some e x periments with distorted ray patterns were conducted by bombarding
a ridge, producing rays resembling a partially open fan. Included
angles of 10° to 70° were common. Only one impact, just missing
the crest, formed a fan angle of 200°, the outer rays extending over
the ridge, but obviously deflected by its protective reinforcement,
so as to be tangent to the crater r i m . It was a nearly perfect model
of the ray pattern of Proclus. Attempts to duplicate it for photographing have been fruitless, and the rarity of such patterns on the lunar
surface attest the critical nature of the necessary conditions.
The literature offers many tentative and hesitant theories of domes,
but nowhere has the author encountered the explanation suggested by
his experiments. Almost perfectly circular and very low mounds
frequently appear near zone 11 as alternates to secondary craters,
dictated by very marginal deviation toward greater or lesser rock
strength in the impacted surface, as compared with the ejected fragments falling on it.
Primary model craters contain central peaks, almost without exception. In general, they are disproportionately large and thsir volume
is very nearly equal to the volume of the pellet used. This is an unavoidable penalty of the method, and it is well recognized (16) that
meteorites may be small indeed, but yet capable of generating
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adequate explosion energy at high seismic Mach number to account
for most lunar craters. Central peaks on the lunar crater floors are
adequately accounted for by Gold (16) and others.
Fig. 3a shows the result of eight primary pellet impacts on a surface
having three different areas. White paper covered a wood base, and
a quarter-circle stencil was placed over this to protect it from accidental ray-like debris which is inevitable when the 500 grit SiC is
poured, however gently. The central soft "mountainous" ridge was
left as poured. The area at upper left was carved with every effort
to avoid compaction, leaving a surface smooth except for the still
visible accidents of carving, and sloping from 3/8-in. depth at concave edge of the outline to zero depth at the top. At the lower right
the surface was similarly carved but deliberately compacted. The
stencil was then removed. All visible rays and domes on the white
background were formed by éjecta from the primary "explosions" .
Fig. 3b gives, in order from 1 to 8, the chronology of these pellet
impacts. Rectangular areas marked 9, 10, and 11 were enlarged
for Figs. 5, 6, and 7. These numbered details are described in
Table 5.
The tensile strength of the model material was taken to be 0. 03 psi
in the Kepler terrain calculations. This was determined by lightly
compacting a " b e a m " , at measured compaction preloads, on a flexible support plate of width b = 1 in. Beam depth h ranged from 0.1
to 0.3 in. By slowly bending the flexible support downward from one
end, a series of transverse cracks were formed as each unsupported
cantilever failed under its own weight. The average space between
cracks was taken as the beam length I. The specific weight c o r r e s ponding to a bulk density of 1. 9 gms/cm^ was γ = 0. 07 lb per in. 3.
Then the tensile strength S in pounds per square inch is found from
2
S = 3 y P / h . Strictly speaking, this calculation gives an empirical
modulus of rupture rather than a true tensile strength. For brittle
materials, the tensile strength could be as little as 1/2 or even 1/3
of the experimental modulus of rupture. This effect is partly offset
by slight adhesion of the "beam" to the flexible support plate. Other
methods of test which approached pure tensile stress across the s e c tion gave much greater scatter but essentially the same average r e sults as those of the flexure method, which are shown in F i g . 8.
Tensile strength has been emphasized because it is believed that
most of the pulverizing action of an explosion in rock would occur as
tensile fractures (18). The flattening of the curves of Fig. 8 at low
preloads appears to be a phenomenon involving a surface tension
associated with adsorbed gas layers close to the intergranular
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contact points. In any case, this flattening reveals the most glaring
shortcoming of the model work, the use of a material whose strength
varies but slightly with depth. It seems clear that the need for shallow model depths found by Wegener, by Ley, and now by the author
implies not a modelled bedrock of great strength below the weaker
surface rock, but rather a need for near-surface model reinforcement to offset this deficiency.
MODEL CRATER STATISTICS
A conspicuous defect seems to exist when comparing the author's
model terrain results with the Photographic Lunar Atlas. The number of craterlets is far too large. At first it was feared that fragmentation of pellets upon their release might be responsible, but
this was disproved by releasing pellets by the same method to i m pact a hard surface and observing the domes formed. Ten pellets
produced sixteen major impact "explosions" evidenced by small
mounds with radial rays. Sixty-five additional " d o m e s " , fifty-eight
of which were less than a millimeter in diameter, were formed.
Most of these had evidently reached very low terminal velocities b e fore impact, producing no rays. Roughly, then, 4 potential craterlets were formed for each "explosion" by some combination of r e bound and of initial flaking during pellet release. This must be contrasted with almost 4000 craterlets per explosion in the experiment
of F i g . 3. Clearly, the explosion éjecta account for all of the significant secondary deformations of the model terrain.
We have noted that the model crater of Kepler proportions led to the
assignment of a scale of 1.45 mm equal to one lunar " m i l e " . In the
balance of this section, all dimensions will be given in terms of the
lunar equivalent as calculated from this scale.
By using T V scanning, the resolution of the original was cut to one
TV resolution line per half mile. Within the area of the terrain p r e pared before the "explosions", only 145 craters could be identified,
excluding primaries. The resemblance to the Kepler region was enhanced beyond measure. The author and his colleagues were startled at the almost irresistable psychological compulsion to assume
smoothness in the areas between visible craterlets. The smallest
recognizable had diameters of four TV lines, or about 2 " m i l e s " .
This "half-mile" resolution simulates Kuiper's estimate (15) of
about 0.4 sec as the resolution of the best available lunar photographs. Fig. 4 shows the model at this reduced resolution.
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Clues as to the subresolution lunar terrain in the smoothest portions
of any mare must be sought, then, by other methods than visual observation. Radar-echo interpretation is hampered by the problem of
the depth, below an undoubtedly granular surface layer, at which
wavelengths which are much greater than grain size would reflect
from a relatively smooth bedrock, just as aircraft altimeters have
led to antarctic disasters by ignoring hundreds of feet of snow (8). The
other major clue lies in photometry. Van Diggelen's work in this
area, and his study of the surface photometry of many models, have
led to the finding that a pitted surface, with flats between the pits
occupying approximately one-third the area, viewed from such distance that individual pits vanish, exhibits the same curves in r e l a tive light reflection versus angles of illumination and observation as
do the large crater floors, mariai flatlands, and mountain regions
of the moon (1). To account for low albedo and polarization, the pitted surface must be coated with dust or "ashes" which troubled Van
Diggelen in their defiance of gravity. The pits must be large c o m pared with light wavelength, but there is no way of assigning diameters of a few centimeters or a few hundred meters to them. Unlike the visible craters, these pits required depths approaching or
exceeding their diameters to satisfy the photometric observations of
Van Diggelen and many others. Minnaert (2) would eliminate the flat
areas and call for "an assembly of closely packed holes of all sizes,
superposed and juxtaposed, excavated in a dark material" . Although
this interpretation seems to go beyond the apparent intention of Van
f
Diggelen s actual words (1), it is certainly an accurate description
of the author's model experiments as shown in F i g . 5. In view of the
accuracy of these models in many other geometric criteria, a r e view of secondary crate riet size statistics may be helpful in pointing
up the need for high-resolution examination of the moon by unmanned
missions prior to the landing of an astronaut team.
Table 6 shows the distribution of simulated secondary craterlet diameters found from original prints of F i g s . 3 - 7 . Only the 145 s e c ondaries of 2-mile diam. and larger would be visible by lunar photography from earth. Beyond such resolution are 47,400 craterlets
larger than 660 " f t " in diameter. This lower limit was imposed by
choosing a factor of four times the photographic grain of the enlargements, which left the model SiC grain size negligible by comparison.
The actual count of the craters in the entire simulated model terrain
area of 21, 000 "square m i l e s " was continued to the 1-mile limit.
The average of three counts was used. Count variability approached
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30% as the size limit decreased to 1 " m i l e " . The three enlargements of Figs. 5 - 7 were used to extend the count area by sampling.
The choice of a probability function is difficult. It is well known that
the Gaussian e r r o r function does not apply when the three-sigma
variability exceeds 5 or 10% of the arithmetic mean. Many other
distribution functions have been developed, all more or less empirical. The author has occasionally found it expedient to apply the
Gaussian distribution to the logarithm of a variable. Such a function
eliminates the implication of negative values for such variables as
can only be positive. Figure 9 shows the successive distribution of
secondary craterlets of the model, with a curve for each of three r e solution limits. Only a straight line, extending through a point well
to the right of the 50% population point on the abscissa and well
above the resolution limit could justify the log-Gaussian distribution.
It is apparent that any attempt to assign a finite population limited by
resolution of observation at a telescope or microscope must lead to
false conclusions. A l l of the curves of Fig. 9 are straight below
about 2% of assumed populations, where the nature of the abscissa
of standard probability graph paper is indistinguishable from a logarithmic scale. This fact suggests that a more useful distribution
function, leaving the assumed population ambiguous or infinite,
should take the form log η = log a - b log d or, more simply,
η = a/d
where η is the number of craterlets larger than diameter d on a
given area, and a and b are constants. The author has tested this
function on many histograms, and finds that it fits, except in cases
of crowding of observed objects to the point of overlap, of a resolution limit, or of sheer fatigue in counting to large numbers.
In recent experiments by the U . S. Geological Survey (18), a rock
sample was shattered by a hypervelocity pellet impact. The debris
was classified in piles by logarithmic size increments, and the piles
were photographed. The author finds from the diminishing sizes of
fifteen piles that the previous equation is an adequate distribution
function, with the exponent b = 2. 51. The implication of an infinite
number of particles arising from a finite mass of shattered material
may be startling, but it is readily demonstrated to be mathematically acceptable for any exponent less than 3. Should the debris ejected
from lunar explosion craters have similar distributions, it would be
logical to assume that a similar function for secondary craterlets
would be valid far beyond the limits of telescopic visibility.
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Allen (5) uses this equation for the size distribution of lunar craterlets, explosion craters, walled plains, and most of the circular
maria, all treated as a single family. If η is taken as being per
lunar hemisphere and if d is expressed in kilometers, his distribution is given by
2

n = 300, 000 / d -

0

The author finds that a better fit is obtained if the largest walled
plains and small maria are ignored as belonging outside the family
of shattered rock craters, and if the drooping data near the resolution limit are also discarded. With these conditions, the coefficient
increases to 3 χ 10^ and the exponent to 2.7. Still further increases
in the exponent would presumably be found for secondary lunar c r a ters if a reasonable method could be found for rejecting primary e x plosion craters from the count. The author's model experiments
show an exponent of 2.48 if it is assumed that he too became fatigued
and confused by overlap in extending the count beyond a simulated
diameter of 1/4 mile. The author and his colleagues have made several attempts to determine the distributions of craterlets in the Kepler region, using plates Ε 4-a and Ε 4-c of the Photographic Lunar
Atlas, obtaining exponents from 2.1 to 2.8. The range of crater
sizes is too small to establish slopes of log η versus log d reliably.
It would appear that we now have a distribution function form of great
potential value, but insufficient data to define the constants. In the
center of an area containing many points, it can be said with assurance that there are about 300 craters on the visible lunar hemisphere with diameters greater than 30 km. Through this point, a line
on the log η versus log d graph having a negative slope as small as
2. 0 or as large as 2. 7 will be established when lunar pictures capable of showing craters a few hundred feet in diameter become available.
The engineering importance of this exponent is readily apparent. It
can be assumed that craterlets ranging from 1/2 meter to 20 meters
will be of concern in the design and performance of any mechanism
intended to function on the lunar surface. If there is any merit in
extrapolation to such small sizes by means of the suggested function,
this range of slope uncertainty could be catastrophic. The total area
of all such craters of engineering concern would cover only about
10% of the lunar surface if the correct exponent is 2. 0. In contrast,
if the exponent is 2.7, the area of such craters would be sufficient
to blanket the moon 85 times over.
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From publications of a decade or less ago, it would be supposed that
a man standing on the surface of a smooth spherical mare would see,
at most, a couple of crater rims projecting above his horizon; and
that, if by chance he stood at the center of a large crater, its rim
T
rould be out of sight below the horizon. From the author s studies,
and with the overwhelming support of Van Diggelen's photometric
studies, it now seems extremely unlikely that a capsule landed on the
moon would have a "horizon" at all, unless by luck or design it
straddled a ridge. Whether within or outside a large crater, whether
on the plains or in the highlands, the skyline is likely to be an elevated ridge no farther than a minute's steep climb away. Locomotion
by means of a wheeled or tracked vehicle will require soil moving
capability, though road construction should not be difficult.
MATHEMATICAL THERMO-MECHANICAL SOIL MODEL
It has been shown that the dimensionless parameters dominating e x plosive crater formation can be reconciled to Ebert's correlation of
lunar crater proportions only by assuming that the strength of the
lunar material disturbed in their formation is proportional to its
depth. This view is further supported by the fact that model craters
of proper proportion cannot be produced unless a shallow layer of
the " r o c k " material of reasonably scaled but nearly uniform strength
is placed on a harder surface to provide crude simulation of such a
gradient. A cosmological explanation was ventured, implying a
granular bed of great depth, formed when the moon's growth rate had
decreased to the point where melting stopped.
It is almost universally accepted that the temperature transients of
the lunar surface and the observed polarization of light result from a
surface of very fine particles ( 2 ) . Unfortunately, the word "dust"
has led to certain misapprehensions. Stripped of all significant atmosphere and of all adsorbed gas layers, the finest dust would b e have like the coarser sands of earth. Dust clouds, and the fluidization that permits deep sinkage in the finest loose dry dusts of earth,
could not occur. On the other hand, increases in soil strength
through hard pan to sandstone as a result of depth and the long action
of gravity is commonplace on Earth, and could occur as well on the
moon without the aid of water, given only adequate depth, gravity,
and time. It remains to show the thermal and mechanical properties to be expected in a deep bed of such granular materials as are
common surface minerals of earth, when subjected to such influence
in the virtual absence of atmosphere.
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Jaeger and Carslaw (19) have shown that quantitative data on the
temperature cycle of the lunar surface over a period of a month, and
the temperature transients induced by lunar eclipses, can yield information on the product Kpc for the lunar surface material. The
thermal conductivity ( K ) , the density (p), and the specific heat (c)
cannot be separately evaluated from such observations. However, in
combination with frequency ω of an oscillation of heat flow rate under
a temperature fluctuation at the surface, the ratio of temperature
fluctuation to heat fluctuation may be defined as the characteristic
thermal impedance and is found to be [ ( - 1 )
which d i c tates essentially a 45° lag of temperature gradient behind heat flow
in a semi-infinite solid, for each frequency component. When ω or
the wave form of a transient is known for both radiant flux at a surface and the temperature response, an estimate of Kpc is possible.
Only by guessing ρ and c can values of Κ be estimated. Such p r o c e dures, applied to the infrared lunar observations of Pettit and Nicholson (20) have led to an approximate thermal model of the lunar surface for which an interior material of great depth is covered by a
layer of low conductivity a few millimeters in depth, the respective
4
2
4 o
2
values of Kpc being of the order of 1 0 " and 10~° c a l / c m C sec.
It must be emphasized that this is merely a convenient thermal model, presupposing that all heat transfer occurs by conduction in a pair
of ideal solids, an assumption which cannot be permitted for real
granular materials in vacuum. Unfortunately, comparison of these
numerical values with values for known materials on Earth has led
to a popular acceptance of a smooth rock moon covered with a very
thin "dust l a y e r " . It is now necessary to demonstrate the order of
magnitude of the pseudovalues of Kpc to be expected in a deep bed of
granular mineral matter in vacuum.
Handbook values of thermal conductivity for the natural and artificial
sands and dusts of earth converge toward the conductivity of quiescent atmospheric air. Both intergranular conduction through contact
points and intergranular radiation are trivial compared to the thermal conduction of the intergranular gases. Small wonder then that
the variations in conductivity with depth and temperature predicted
herein have escaped notice. Gravity loading increases the diameter
of contact "points" in proportion to the square root of the depth.
There are variations in apparent conductivity of near-surface layers
with the cube of the absolute temperature, where radiation between
grains dominates the supposed conductivity. Any values of Kpc inferred from lunar thermal observations must, then, be pseudovalues
incorporating an unrecognized mixture of conduction and radiation.
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Fig. 10 shows evaluations based on the following equations:
( K p c ) yj

3

T

= 0. 6p sc [ 1. 5 K S V g p s y / S + 3. 3 k o T y ]

[1 1

for all values of the depth y ranging from a minimum depth of a
monogranular layer
m

ymin=^73-k

to a maximum depth for constant packing factor
ymax = ° -

2 2

S/gPe

1

3 ]

At depths greater than y m a x> F i g . 11 shows values of (Kpc)y increasing less rapidly than indicated by Eq. 1 as y increases, until,
at a depth between 10 and 100 times y m a x, porocity vanishes and
Kpc becomes constant and equal to K s p s c
Symbol meanings and assumed values are as follows:
(Kpc)y 9 τ = pseudovalue of Kpc at a given depth and t e m perature
0.6 = assumed constant packing factor at all depths
from y m i n to
J
max
K s = thermal conductivity of solid material =
3
1 0 - cal/cm sec °C
3
p g = density of solid material = 2.2 g r a m s / c m
c = specific heat of solid or dust = 0.16 cal/g °C
4
2
4
2
K s p s c therefore = 2.1 χ 10~ c a l / c m ° C sec
2
g = 162 c m / s e c (variation with depth ignored)
S = residual stress at intergrain contact "points",
2
dynes/cm , variable
k = sand or dust grain size, 0. 03 to 0. 0003 cm
2
σ = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 1. 354 χ ΙΟ""*2
4
cal/sec c m ( ° K )
Ty = temperature at depth y, ° K
y = depth below dust surface, cm
=
Ymin depth of the surface layer of grains, the minimum depth for which bulk thermal properties
are meaningful
=
ymax depth at which the ratio of a "point" contact
area to grain surface area would be of the o r der of 0. 01; hence, quite conservatively, the
depth to which no significant increase in packing factor should occur, limiting the range of
applicability of Eq. 1.
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Note that the assumed constant packing factor of 0.6 gives a value of
0.21 for pc; therefore, for the most part, the pseudoconductivity Κ
would be about 5 times the pseudovalues of Kpc. This is interesting
6
in view of the generally accepted value of 10~ for the near-surface
_
Kpc and the recent evaluation by Siegel (21) of Κ = 4. 8 χ 10 6 as an
average at the lunar surface, suggesting that the values for K s , p s ,
and c selected by the author as representative of the silicas and s i l i cates so abundant on the Earth's surface are applicable to the moon
as well. Packing factors much below 0.6 are common on Earth, but
cannot exist in vacuum.
Both cosmologicai and practical lunar engineering significance must
be associated with the residual stress S. A typical crushing strength
for the assumed materials would be 40, 000 psi, and the area of each
contact "point" must be great enough to sustain the gravitational
load at any depth at a contact pressure no greater than such strength.
This value is good for short-term loads with negligible " c r e e p " ,
such term ranging perhaps from seconds to decades or centuries at
moderate temperatures and loads for the materials considered. How8
ever, a time such as 10 y r . , although only 2% of the supposed age
of the solar system, is not "short-term", and temperatures well
above those of today's moon could have endured in "dust" for such a
2
period. First-order estimates of residual stress in d y n e s / c m
8
after 10 y r . at a particular temperature may be made by dividing
2
the plastic viscosity η at any temperature in poises (or dyne s e c / c m )
by the assumed creep time, 3.16 χ 10*5 sec. (100 million y r . ) . Any
values of S less than the assumed crushing strength will have significant effect on the final thermal properties of the bed, as shown in
Table 7. Admittedly, η may vary at a given temperature, up or
down, by an order of magnitude for various low-density minerals.
Also, the relation between residual stress and viscosity and creep
time is strictly valid only for pure shear stress rather than residual
compressive stress. Moreover, various cosmologies may suggest
periods of elevated dust-bed temperature differing by several orders
8
from 10 y r . These crudities are totally swamped by the fact that
the temperature coefficient of viscosity is so extreme that we need
alter the temperature values by only 25° to correct for an order-ofmagnitude e r r o r .
Eq. 1 stems from three dimensionless parameters. ( K p c ) / ( K s p s c ) ,
the desired quantity, depends on true intergranular conduction distated by gpy/S governing the variation in granular contact point sizes
3
with depth, a n d k a T y / K s , governing the significance of intergranular radiation. Such radiation has been considered and tentatively
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rejected by Wesselink (22) on the basis of high laboratory values of
Κ for dusts in vacuum. The fantastically small contact area, of the
1
order of l O - ^ of the grain area, just below the surface monolayer of
particles has been ignored, and almost defies experiment except on
the moon. Yet a simple calculation assuming, for example, three
contact points, each having an area just sufficient to support 1/3 of
the mass of a grain against local gravity at a contact pressure p r e sumed equal to an assumed crushing strength, say 40, 000 psi, will
give some such extremely small contact area, calculable for any
grain size. The analysis leading to Eq. 1 assumes uniform grain
size and a simplified array resembling the maximum packing configuration possible for uniform spheres. The square-root sign stems
from essentially isothermal grains except near contact points, and
the resulting crowding of the heat flux field so that 99% of the r e s i s tance, and hence of the grain-to-grain temperature drop, is crowded
into small zones where the heat path length is of the same order of
magnitude as the contact diameter. Field theory applicable alike to
capacitance, magnetic flux, electric current density, and thermal
flux density shows that flux through an aperture in an insulating plane
separating two semi-infinite bodies is proportional to diameter, not
area (23).
With this caution and the conditions assumed, the numerical coefficients of the equations are calculated readily. It appears unlikely
that the slight increase in packing factor associated with a mixture
of grain sizes about an assumed mean k would alter the order of magnitude of the results.
Sinton (24) has pioneered in improved accuracy and reduced sample
area in infrared observations of the moon under normal heat flux at
Lowell Observatory, and Shorthill and his colleagues (4) have studied cooling rates in and near several rayed craters during eclipses
of 1960 using infrared traverses at the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory and at Mount Wilson. Both within and outside the rim of
Aristarchus, Shorthill finds cooling rates implying an apparent d e crease in Kpc with temperature through several orders of magnitude.
By assuming the author's Eq. 1 to apply, these bright regions would
seem to be a coarse loose gravel of up to 3-mm grain size, and a
reasonable distribution down to "dust" is admitted without significant change in this equation. A sparse scattering of stones and boulders cannot be ruled out.
The success of the thermal equation should justify mechanical inferences from the same model. Cold flow and intergranular cold
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welding for millions of years must lead to a soil strength proportional to depth, as demanded also by our interpretation of Ebert's crater
proportions. The first order constant of proportionality obtained
from the model crater experiments leads to the approximate soil
properties given in Table 8.
The sides of small craterlets can be expected to exhibit such gradations at depths measured from a foot or two above the sharp ridges
between them. The bottoms of the small craterlets would be littered
with a few inches of intermixed dust and glassy gravel, the latter
dominating the regions where rays are seen from earth. However,
the sides would optically resemble the fractured surface of a poorly
fired brick formed from very fine particles, solving Van Diggelen's
problem as to how a material resembling volcanic ash came to adhere to the sides of the pits demanded by his photometry.
CONCLUSIONS
1.
In spite of the lack of atmosphere, soil water, and o r ganic matter, the lunar surface which has been evolved is surprisingly similar to much of the Earth's surface, where soil strength
also increases with depth and where continents are presumed to float
on a denser crust which can exhibit liquid-like properties over long
geological periods.
2.
It has been shown that mechanisms suitable for the lunar surface and also suitable for mechanical functioning on earth will
incur needless extra weight at the launch pad. On the other hand,
such operations as bulldozing and boring appear feasible, though they
may require very high loading to provide traction. Vehicles which
can take on lunar soil for such loading may be desirable. All of
these mechanisms can be optimized for lunar service if the one-sixth
scale model is deemed adequate for mechanical operation tests on
earth.
3.
As development proceeds, it ultimately will be desirable to place the one-sixth model with finalized materials on a terrain model placed in a vacuum chamber so that realistic friction c o efficients in the absence of adsorbed gas films can be approached,
and so that clearances for lubricant pressure seals, inflation p r e s sures, and a host of other variables likely to become important to
mechanism performance only at low absolute pressures, can be p r o perly evaluated. A reasonably probable surface geometry and soil
mechanics estimate for the modelling of unmanned lunar missions
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has been deduced. Visible cracks on portions of the moon suggest
extensive networks of subresolution cracks adding to the roughness
of some areas.
4.
It is only reasonable to assume that the author's inferences as to lunar soil strength and surface geometry are no more
certain than many contradictory and widely held views. On the other
hand, ready-made bump-free natural landing areas, and horizons
limited only by lunar sphericity between the known and visible lunar
craters constitute an alternate concept which is at least equally uncertain and far more costly and catastrophic if wrong.
It is hoped that, as a minimum, the author's model will point the
need for caution in step-by-step planning of unmanned lunar exploration until firm knowledge can supplement speculation as a guide for
engineering the first manned mission to the moon.
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TABLE 1 Lunar Mechanism Variables

Variable
( 1)
Gravity (g)

LT"

2

Density (p)

ML"

3

Size (d)

g-p-d
dimensions
(3)

Normalized value
or "dimensionless
group"
(4)

fundamental

-

fundamental

-

fundamental

-

M-L-T
dimensions
(2)

L

Other print lengths,
deflections
( i

1,

l2>

e

t

c

-)

Pressure, stress,\
elastic limit,
/
strength, or
>
elasticity
\
(p, s, etc.)
/
Acceleration (a)
Mass (m)
Velocity (v)
Frequency (α;)
Mobility of fluid or
soil or structure
material (x)
Angles, slopes
Friction
Coefficients (μ)
Power (w)

L

d

_ 1

ML T"
LT"

2

τ-

gpd

p/gdp, S/gdp, etc.

g

a/g

pd

pd /m

2

M
LT"

£ x/d, e 2 /d, etc.

1

d

1

LTM"

d

1

p

3

l / 2 gl / 2

ν / v d g , or more
2
simply, v / d g

- l / 2 gl / 2

2

u d/g

- l g - 2 d- 3 / 2

2

2

x p gd

3

1

dimensionless
2

ML T"

-

3
p
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7
d / 2

g3

μ
/ 2

2

2

3

7

w / p g d , or
more simply,
w/mgv
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TABLE 2 Model - Prototype Conversion Factors
Moon value/
Earth value

Variable
Length (all linear dimensions of mechanism and t e r rain, displacement under strain or vibration, travel
distance, vehicle path radius, e t c . )

6.06

Time (of travel, wear, fatigue life, e t c . )

6.06

Mass (of mechanism, of soil moved, e t c . )

223

Frequency (natural and actual vibration, angular
velocity, etc., of mechanical nature only)

0.165

Velocity (of travel, vibration, e t c . )

1

Acceleration (vehicle speed change, vibration, and
value of g)

0.165

Friction coefficients

1

All angles and slopes

1

Pressure (tire inflation, gas storage, and all types
of stresses in mechanism and soil)
Power (at shaft, drawbar, drill, e t c . , if motor
efficiencies of model and prototype not equal)
Material
properties
of mechanism and
terrain

37.7

Densities

1

Strength, elastic limit, elastic modulus

1

Mobility

0.165
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TABLE 3 Model Explosion Variables

Symbol

Dimensionless
form

Gas explosion energy

Ε

Ep/Vd

Characteristic size of disruption

d

fundamental

Variables
a.

Freezing liquid experiments:

£, h, D, etc.

Other diameters and lengths
Liquid density

Ρ

Floating solids density

Ps

Liquid viscosity
b.

V

l/d,

etc.

fundamental
Ps/P
fundamental

Solid surface experiments:
4

Gas explosion energy

Ε

E/gpd

Size of disruption

d

fundamental

£, h, D, etc.

£/d, etc.

Acceleration of gravity

g

fundamental

Strengths of solid

S

Density of solid

Ρ

Other lengths
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TABLE 4 Kepler Model Properties

Value

Property
Pellet and surface material:
(20-μ SiC)

0.03 psi or S = 2000 dynes/cm

Tensile strength

ρ = 1 . 9 grams/cm

Bulk density
Earth gravity

g = 980 c m / s e c

Explosion energy associated with
air flow around a 0.2-g
pellet falling 150 cm

Ε = 30 ergs
0.68 cm

Depth of SiC before explosion

h = 0.30 cm

Crater depth, rim to floor
Rim height above undisturbed
surface

0. 08 cm

Rim diameter
Outer cone diameter
Diameter of predominant circle
of " r a y s "

cm

4.4

cm

23 cm
about 30 cm

Longest ray

0.17 cm

Central peak height above floor
Characteristic y / d - .25 h/d = . 023
S/gpd = 0. 34

d = 3.2

4

E/gpd = 1. 5 χ 10-
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TABLE 5 Model Explosion Features
1

"Explosion" crater in very weak shallow bed.
have richocheted from escarpment.

Note how rays

2

Sinus-like blast on steep slope, producing largest secondary
craters 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d.

3

Impacting pellet broke in four pieces before falling, a, b, c,
d, producing triplet crater and isolated crater. Note crater4 1 4
let at top of central peak. The value of ( Z d ) / for these
four craters is only 8% less than the diameter of #4, roughly
confirming energy parameter.

4

Except for variations in rim height due to initial 6° slope,
this primary most nearly resembles Kepler proportions of
any in this series. Note central-peak craterlet.
Large semicircular rim, largely destroyed by #8.
Primary in very deep bed produces no flying debris, no true
crater. Possibly simulates subterranean explosion and cavein.
300° rim and 60° fan of long rays edged by many domes on
white background. Irregularity of rim much like #5.

8

Pellet broke in two. Twin impact has obliterated the horns
of the formerly crescent-shaped rim of #5.

9

Zone of craterlets in smoothed shallow area, enlarged in
Fig. 5.

10

Zone of craterlets in weak mountainous " r o c k " , enlarged
in Fig. 6.

11

Zone of craterlets and domes in slightly compacted area.
Note many domes pitted with still smaller craterlets (ad
infinitum?), enlarged in Fig. 7.
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TABLE 6 Model Secondary Crater Distribution
d = rim
diameter
11
miles"

η = number of
secondaries
larger than d

Percent of assumed population, Ρ
% - 100 n / P
Ρ - 47,400

Ρ - 145

Ρ = 5220

4

2.8

0.08

0. 008

5.6

10

6.9

0.19

0.021

4

24

16.6

0.46

0.051

2.8

62

42.8

1.19

0.131

2.74

0.306

I. Visible at
simulated
resolution:
8

2

100

145

II. Beyond
reach of
simulated
resolution
1

1,275

0.5

5,220

0.25

19,800

0.125 (660 ft)

47,400

24.4
100

2.69
11.0
41.7
100
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TABLE 7
Influence of Secular Creep on Intergranular Contact Stress

ft

Assumed
temperature ° K

Viscosity of
s o l i d " grains,
poises
8.7 χ 10

24

467
505

460 or less

560

Residual contact stress
8
after 10 yrs
2
dynes/cm
psi
2.75 χ 10

9

40,000

4. 3 χ 10

24

1.38 χ 10

9

20, 000

1.38 χ 10

22

2.75 χ 10

7

400

8.7

20

2.75 χ 10

5

4

χ 10

TABLE 8 Soil Strength Estimate for Lunar Maria

Depth,
ft

Tensile
strength,
psi

Compressive
strength,
psi

Familiar
example

2

8

60

12

50

400

Hardpan - can be
loosened with hand
pick or back-hoe

175

700

5,000

Year-old concrete

300

1400

10, 000

Sandstone

500

2000

15,000

Porcelain

several
thousand

4

10 +

5

10 +
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Settled but easily
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Glassy bedrock
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||3ί

FLOATING FROTH-ROCK HIGHLANDS

[

EASILY CRUSHED GRANULAR ROCK

||||

BRICK-HARD GRANULAR ROCK

,

^^^^^S

j SOLID GLASSY ROCK
Fig.

1

Soil section and surface geometry suggested by the author;
beyond the mare horizon looms a dome and one of the
smallest craterlets visible from earth; suggested strata
are not distinct, but blend continuously

Fig.

2

Mare crisium modelled by micro-explosion at the surface
of a freezing liquid mixture
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Fig. 3

Lunar features modelled by 12 micro-explosions on three
types of " s o l i d " surface, a) Actual photograph; b) key to
features described in Table 5
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Fig. 4

Model TV picture simulating the best resolution of lunar
photographs
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Subresolution craterlets modelled on weak mariai surface
of zone 9
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Fig. 6

Model highland craterlets, zone 10
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Craterlets and domes modelled on strong mariai surface,
zone 11
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Fig. 8

Tensile strengths of several dust at 1 atm

9999
CUMULATIVE

Fig. 9

FREQUENCY, PERCENT OF ASSUMED
POPULATION

Modelled craterlet size distribution on a simulated
21, 000-sq mile lunar area
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Fig. 10

Thermal impedance of uniform-grain dust beds after
secular creep stress relief to 40, 000, 400, and 4 psi
contact pressure at lunar gravity
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